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3. Other Notes


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: GLMSlide 25- what is the DE/FAR change with these changing thresholds? What might the PLPT tells us and what could be modified?Slide 26- how are these unexpected effects - radiation, over/undershoot, blooming, being addressed and what changes are planned for FM2 (GOES-S)? All require quntifying to compare beta to provisionalINR improvements with updated Lockheed code. Another probable update when G16 moves East.Slide 41- Undershoot and blooming fix  to be implemented- when? Need new filter for Blooming mitigation.Path to Provisional- need more emphasis on daytime, sunlit cloud tops and complete 24 hour diurnal cycle DE, FAR assessment. Field Campaign 21 hr needs intensive study.The Field Campaign lightning data from ER2 and ground-based contributed to the beta maturity validation. Quick analysis, very good start.Study SW location error offset as a function of event/flash amplitude to understand role of overshoot/rebound for the mitigation. Do you see the same offset for events, groups vs flash centroid which might be related to undershoot- is this fixed with algorithm updates?Slide 65- re weak flashes also should compare to CG networks (NLDN, GLD, ENTLN etc).Which fixes can be done before DO.06 to allow for better PLPT assessment of GLM.Brian Glockel- SW error location. Clem- all ground data coming from RevF of Cal data book in OE, with optical distortion incorrect which could account for 2 pixels of nav error. Lockheed nav code has not been formally validated- Lockheed working with  Harris, to be updated with Rev G of Cal data book.Craig- ready for beta, unexpected events observed is good they started characterizing these, new filters needed, INR assessment still pending and need validation. Nice to see laser beacon results. Randy- Rev G update next week in DE, OE date in work.Jon- what do we do about release. Well on their way to Provisional but not operational ready. Matt- concern over user application scenario. If in wrong location, utility and user confidence major concern. Could erode confidence. Scott R- concern forecaster first impression may not be positive. Rev G would likely eliminate Radiation dots and navigation accuracy. Rev G in OE in about a month.Wayne- first shot at GLM- are we releasing too early and erode confidence. Wait for Rev G.Seek proactive feedback.Brian- User Risk when GLM data in error suggests vigorous user engagement. Early release is recoverable since GLM is new.Randy- exceptional presentation- well organized, presented, description of results in a short period of time.  We understand the ground system issues that have delayed available data for conducting tests.  No CDRL 79 June 5- that is Rev HRev G will address the two major risks- still need to understand root cause. Randy ADRs written this week.
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: Wait on Rev G ground implementation in the OE expected to address the major risk issues- Radiation dots and Location errors- identified in the review. 
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The GLM AWG team is congratulated on an exceptional presentation- well organized and presented, and quite detailed results within a short period of time. The Executive Board decision is that GLM is conditionally approved pending resolution of liens before declaring beta maturity validation. This conditional state is dependent upon the operational release of the CDRL79 rev G LUTs which will address the "radiation dots" and some INR concerns with the product. All efforts will be taken to oversee the most timely deployment of these LUTs. The current outlook for GLM to be distributed (via GRB and others) is in early July. The PRO team will propose DE implementation in the next week to be followed one week later with promotion to the OE. The GLM AWG would have one additional week for a sanity check and assessment of fixes before final Executive Board re-evaluation subsequent final approval to declare beta maturity validation and disseminate GLM.  GLM is new and user expectation is quite high. Therefore, the Board does not want to disseminate GLM too soon and erode user confidence.  There are other issues to be addressed on the Path to Provisional Validation and these need not be addressed in order to declare beta. After GLM data dissemination we recommend vigorous user engagement and solicit extensive feedback through the PRO Product Feedback Forum. A Read-Me text should be provided when GLM disseminated to inform users of the data quality and known issues. Most of the reference data comparisons with GLM were made with nighttime observations, when lightning detection is easiest.  The spec is 70% Detection over a 24-hour period. Therefore, more emphasis on the diurnal and daytime assessment is needed. We note the ER2 Field Campaign offers up to 75 hours of high quality validation data for GLM, 21 of which were collected during daylight hours.  ISS-LIS will provide routine optical lightning data for cross-platform comparisons as well on the way to Provisional validation.
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